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Psychoanalysis and art.
SIGMUND FREUD, who founded psychoanalysis as a therapeutic method of analysing the unconscious
through the interpretation of dreams, verbal slips, jokes etc and through the use of free association,
applied the theory derived from this method to the arts in general in several places from the earliest
days. In his ‘Selbstdarstellung’ (Die Medizin der Gegenwart in Selbstdarstellung, Leipzig, 1925, iv,
pp. 1–52; Eng. trans. as ‘An Autobiographical Study’, Complete Works, xx, London, 1959, pp. 3–74)
and Die Frage der Laienanalyse: Unterrednungen mit einem Unparteiischen (Leipzig, Vienna and
Zurich, 1926; Eng. trans. as ‘The Question of Lay Analysis: Conversations with an Impartial Person’,
Complete Works, xx, London, 1959, pp. 179–258) he claimed that such investigations were crucial
to a proper appreciation of the theory. This does not mean that for Freud art or the artist were
essentially pathological: rather he looked upon psychoanalysis as incipiently a general psychology,
whose scope must include normal as well as abnormal behaviour.

1. Freud.

In ‘Das Interesse an der Psychoanalyse’ (Scientia, xiv/31, 1913, pp. 240–50; xiv/32, pp. 396–84;
Eng. trans. as ‘The Claims of Psycho-Analysis to Scientific Interest’, Complete Works, xiii, London,
1955, pp. 163–90) Freud wrote: ‘Psychoanalysis throws a satisfactory light upon some of the
problems concerning art and artists: but others escape it entirely’. Though Freud was not explicit, he
seems to have divided these problems into those concerning: (1) the content or subject-matter of
individual works of art; (2) the relationship of individual works of art to the artists who created them;
(3) the nature of art itself; and (4) the nature of creativity.

At a number of points, Freud expressly excused psychoanalysis from having anything to say about
the nature of creativity. Confronted by the mystery of the ‘artistic gift’, psychoanalysis can only
‘withdraw’. In this attitude Freud was the heir to German Romanticism, but perhaps he was also
guilty of a confusion between what creativity is, which is certainly an obscure issue, and what
causes creativity or how it arises in the psyche, to which psychoanalysis might be expected to
contribute. As to the nature of art, or what art distinctively offers, Freud had a number of
suggestions, of which the best known is a comparison of the delight we derive from the formal
qualities of art to forepleasure in the sexual act. He never gathered together these suggestions into
an overall account.

Freud’s earliest attempt to relate individual works of art to their creators’ psychology occurs in the
correspondence with the nose and throat specialist Wilhelm Fliess (in Aus den Anfängen der
Psychoanalyse, London, 1950; Eng. trans. as The Origins of Psycho-analysis, London and New
York, 1954), where he discussed Conrad Ferdinand Meyer’s fiction as an expression of his
fantasies. Freud’s studies of Leonardo da Vinci (see below) and Dostoyevsky (1928) are in the
same vein. A general formulation of how art and artist are related, also touching on the nature of
creativity, is to be found in ‘Der Dichter und das Phantasieren’ (N. Rev., i/10, 1908, pp. 716–24; Eng.
trans. as ‘Creative Writers and Day-Dreaming’, Complete Works, ix, London, 1959, pp. 141–53),
where it is suggested that a work of art is the expression of a fantasy, which in turn derives from an
unsatisfied wish, but purged of egoism and formally satisfying. This is very much Freud’s concept of
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Freud’s earliest incursions into the content or subject-matter of individual works of art also occur in
1897 in the Fliess correspondence, where he offered perfunctory character analyses of Oedipus and
Hamlet, later expanded in Die Traumdeutung (Leipzig and Vienna, 1900; Eng. trans. as The
Interpretation of Dreams, London, 1913). Subsequent work in this area deals largely with the
analysis of literary characters, as well as the essay on Michelangelo’s Moses (see below).

Only two of Freud’s writings deal specifically with the visual arts: Eine Kindheitserinnerung des
Leonardo da Vinci (Leipzig and Vienna, 1910; Eng. trans. as ‘Leonardo da Vinci and a Memory of
his Childhood’, Complete Works, xi, London, 1957, pp. 59–137) and ‘Der Moses des Michelangelo’
(Imago, iii/1, 1914, pp. 15–36; Eng. trans. as ‘The Moses of Michelangelo’, Complete Works, xiii,
London, 1955, pp. 209–38). In the Leonardo essay Freud collected a number of the artist’s
character traits—his love of beauty, his craving for scientific knowledge, the slowness, even
reluctance, with which he painted, his affection for good-looking young men and his repudiation of
sexuality—and offered a comprehensive explanation in terms of Leonardo’s infantile experiences
and his later struggle to come to terms with them. Enjoying as an illegitimate child the undivided love
of his mother, he was seduced into a sexual precocity, tinged with sadism and excessive curiosity.
Fears of the loss of his mother’s love, partially aroused by his inordinate love for her, were
confirmed when he was taken from her and transported into the nobler household of his father and
stepmother. His infantile sexuality was suppressed, and he substituted for love of his mother
identification with her. With adulthood, Leonardo, after an initial period of creativity under the
influence of a father substitute, Lodovico il Moro, fell victim to a brooding curiosity from which he
was released only by a chance recall—Freud connected it with the commission of the ‘Mona
Lisa’—of his mother’s features. In the enigmatic smile and the representation of the ‘two mothers’
(the Virgin and St Anne) as coeval, Freud found evidence for seeing the final phase as a regression
to Leonardo’s first attachment. In reconstructing Leonardo’s psychosexual development, Freud also
cited a fantasy, recorded by Leonardo as an infantile memory, in which a large bird inserted its tail
into his mouth. However, in using this phantasy to illuminate the plasticity of Leonardo’s feelings for
his mother, or postulate how his homosexuality grew out of them, Freud was influenced by a
mistranslation (‘vulture’ for ‘kite’), which affects, not the reconstruction itself, but its evidential base.

In the essay on Michelangelo’s Moses (Rome, S Pietro in Vincoli), which contains a suggestive
analogy between the method of psychoanalysis and that of detailed ‘scientific’ connoisseurship as
developed by GIOVANNI MORELLI, in that both go to ‘the rubbish heap of our observations’, Freud
concentrated on the posture in which Michelangelo placed Moses. Combining the two traditionally
opposed interpretations of the work, that of it as a study of character and that of it as a study of
action, Freud contended that Michelangelo depicted Moses at the very moment in which he has just
stopped himself from breaking the tablets. By representing an inhibited action, Michelangelo
presented a mind capable of triumphing over an inward passion for the sake of a higher cause: a
mind, Freud proposed, akin to Michelangelo’s own.

By fragmenting the problems of art as he did, Freud exposed himself to the charge that he was
unable to do justice to the work of art as such: more specifically, that, in reconstructing the
relationship of the work of art to the artist, as in the Leonardo study, he was forced to treat the artist
as a neurotic, and that, in unearthing the subject-matter of the work of art, as in the Michelangelo
essay, he confused fiction with reality. But Freud was not exclusively, perhaps not predominantly,
concerned with art criticism. The Leonardo essay, for instance, was partially intended to illustrate
one of the two routes to homosexuality—through identification with the mother—that Freud had
identified. Such art-critical value as both essays have lies in their scattered aperçus and in the close
attention to pictorial detail that they encourage.

Since Freud’s day most psychoanalytically inspired criticism has been literary, though within the
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ego-psychology theory as developed by, for example, Heinz Hartmann, Rudolph Loewenstein and
Anna Freud, and some with object-relations theory, in particular that of Melanie Klein and her
co-workers. Both bodies of criticism are strongly imbued with the particular theory from which they
derive. The related area of the nature of the creative personality has been one of the main concerns
of psychologists interested in the visual arts (see PSYCHOLOGY AND ART).

2. Ego-psychology theory.

The work associated with ego-psychology is primarily represented by ERNST KRIS, whose complex
view of creativity may be summarized in the phrase ‘regression in the service of the ego’. Through
art the artist—and so vicariously the spectator—secures gratifications of an archaic kind that in
ordinary life he is required to forego. Art makes these gratifications available because, in the first
place, the regression does not occur defensively or under pressure, but the ego exploits it, and,
secondly, the regressive gratifications are not related to specific desires but come from recognizing
that there are such sources of pleasure that may still be tapped.

This account of art fits in well with the overall aims of ego-psychology. It satisfies the preference for
explanations cast in terms of psychic energy and its shifts, and it helps to identify an area in which
ego-activity is autonomous or conflict-free in its motivation. In producing his account Kris was helped
by taking seriously a neglected work of Freud’s, which Freud himself had spoken of as providing a
model for aesthetic analysis: Der Witz und seine Beziehung zum Unbewussten (Leipzig and Vienna,
1905; Eng. trans. as ‘Jokes and their Relation to the Unconscious’, Complete Works, viii, London,
1960). In borrowing from it Kris at once rehabilitated the insight of Immanuel Kant and Friedrich
Schiller to the effect that in art man gains pleasure from the mere activity of the mind, or ‘play’, and
established the art-historical thesis that the creation of a work of art is not a narrowly individualistic
activity: it requires mutual anticipations between artist and spectator, and psychoanalysis must offer
an account of this collusion. Ernst Gombrich, who collaborated with Kris, took the point further and
argued that the essentially social character of art imposes limits upon what psychoanalysis can
presume to explain, in that it must take over from social history the constraints under which the artist
had to work and then seek to understand the choices he made within ‘the logic of the situation’.
Meyer Schapiro (b 1904) made effective use of this point when he contended that Freud, in
interpreting the late Leonardo representations of the Virgin and Child, had given insufficient weight
to the prevailing iconography inspired by the contemporary cult of St Anne.

3. Object-relations theory.

In the work of Melanie Klein (1882–1960) and Hanna Segal (b 1918), which represents the object-
relations approach, creativity is essentially associated with reparation. Now, the artist tries to atone
for the attacks he feels himself to have once made on loved figures, and to do so he creates an
object that is secure or intact and also composed of elements both good and bad—for it was
precisely the momentary experience of the loved figures as all bad that had facilitated the earlier
attacks. This account firmly connects art with what Klein called the ‘depressive position’:
‘depression’ being her word for an attitude that includes the acknowledgement of ‘whole’ objects, the
acceptance of ambivalence, the onset of constructive guilt and the rejection of arbitrary or manic
defences. The attainment of the depressive position, originally negotiated towards the end of the
first year of life, is for her the major psychological achievement, which has also to be endlessly
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‘generalized’ reparation postulated by object-relations theory and the ‘generalized’ gratification
invoked in ego-psychology. The former account, however, credits art with a heavy load of working
through earlier conflicts, which is not insisted upon in the latter account: whereas the Kris account
naturally associates art with play, the Kleinian account associates it with work. The Kleinian account
of art found expression in the work of the brilliant essayist and critic ADRIAN STOKES. Stokes
extended the Kleinian account by suggesting that art can mirror not only whole-object relations but
also the more primitive part-object relations, and he worked out not just for sculpture but also for
painting an aesthetic typology divided into the ‘carving’ mode and the ‘modelling’ mode, which
respectively corresponded to these two types of relation.

4. Further applications.

The work discussed above considered psychoanalysis in relation to the arts solely in a descriptive or
explanatory role. Some thinkers and artists have, however, thought of psychoanalysis as adopting a
prescriptive or revisionary role. The most obvious example is provided by the Surrealists, who
largely misunderstood Freud, and who argued for the liberation of the unconscious through various
procedures (e.g. AUTOMATISM, free association) whose powerlessness to achieve this result is in fact
one of the themes of psychoanalytic theory. They also attempted to incorporate psychoanalytic
interpretations directly into their work by using Freudian symbolism and dream imagery (see
SURREALISM).

Various later applications of psychoanalytical theory have relied very heavily on the pioneering work
of Freud, often reinterpreting and extending it. A more carefully constructed argument, using
psychoanalysis as the method of explaining the de-structuralization that takes place in aesthetic
perception, is to be found in the later work of ANTON EHRENZWEIG. The innovations in
psychoanalytical theory propounded by the neo-Freudian JACQUES LACAN have had an influence
(initially through film theory) on the historiography of art.

Only a remote connection exists between psychoanalytically inspired criticism and that influenced by
analytic therapy or the work of CARL GUSTAV JUNG. Though both Freud and Jung talked of the
unconscious, Jung thought more of the collective unconscious, and not some part of the individual
mind, and he tended to regard the unconscious as a benign element and not as the locus of conflict.
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